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Next LAS Meeting September 15th
“Before the first photon: Planning
the shot” by Robert Arn
Abstract:
Nightscape photography can take some of
the most iconic views and present them in
a new manner: under a blanket of stars. In
this presentation, we will cover some of
the methods I use to find locations to
shoot (both well-known and hidden
spots), tools and techniques I use to
collect the data, and an overview of what
I look for in my RAW images that guide
my post-processing work. Additionally, we
will examine some of my images
throughout these stages of planning,
capturing, and processing.
About Me:
Amateur Astronomer, Photographer,
Mathematician, Teacher, Researcher,
Engineer and more.
Robert Arn has spent more than 10 years
in the field of astrophotography. He
synthesizes his love for astronomy and
photography into the beautiful world of
nightscape astrophotography, the art of
juxtaposing the Earth with the night sky.
Never was a person happier spending
long nights on a secluded mountainside
beneath a blanket of stars in subfreezing
temperatures with a camera in hand.

public outreach. He has hosted
astrophotography workshops through
AstroArn Photograph and the Loveland
Photographic Society and has taught
astronomy courses through Colorado
State University as well as at a number of
outreach events and star parties. He has
given numerous astrophotography talks
along the Colorado Front Range and
central Illinois. Robert's work has been
showcased and published in a number of
settings, including NASA’s APOD, URSA’s
EPOD, Les Cowley’s OPOD. He has also
given talks about the mathematics of
image and video processing.
Robert enjoys the challenge of constantly
learning new and more advanced photo
processing techniques to add to his
growing toolbox for astrophotography,
drawing from both the skills he has
developed in astronomy and those in
photography. In addition to
astrophotography, Robert received his
PhD in Mathematics at Colorado State
University in 2016. He currently works as
a Software Engineer at Northrop
Grumman in Denver/Aurora, CO. His
research is in image processing, video
processing, optimization, machine
learning, large data analysis, geometric
data analysis, and large data analysis.
When he is not working, he can be found
on the side of a mountain or underneath
the stars, trying to capture part of this
majestic universe.

Robert shares his love of this unique form
of photography by his involvement in
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To see a sample of Robert's photograph
work, please check out his
website: AstroArn.com
Location:
The meeting will be at the IHOP
Restaurant, 2040 Ken Pratt Boulevard,
Longmont. Please join us for coffee,
dinner, or just desert around 6 pm; the
general meeting and presentation will
begin at 7 pm.

Upcoming Events
September 15th 7 – 7:00 pm
“Nightscape Astrophotography”
by Robert Arn
LAS meeting at IHop, 2400 Ken Pratt Blvd,
Longmont.
September 23rd 7 – 6:30 pm
“All things Being Equal” star party for
Boulder Parks and Open Space at Hall
Ranch shelter which is about a mile west
of Lyons.
September Celestial Highlights
Moon
New moon: Sept 1st 3:03 am
First quarter: Sept 8th 5:50 am
Full moon: Sept 16th 1:06 pm
Third quarter: Sept 22nd 3:57 am
New moon: Sept 30th 6:13 pm
Mercury

arc across and +0.7 magnitude in
brightness.
Venus
Venus is visible very low in the west in the
constellation Virgo. It is magnitude -3.9
and is 11 arc sec in apparent size.
Mars
Mars begins the month with an apparent
brightness of -0.3 and is 10 arc sec across.
At the end of the month it will be
magnitude +0.1 and will be 9 arc sec
across.
Jupiter
Jupiter is not visible this month.

Saturn
Saturn is in lower part of the constellation
Ophiuchus. It is magnitude +0.5 in
brightness as month begins and +0.6 as
the month ends. Its disk size is 16 arc
seconds this month.
Uranus
Uranus is in the constellation Pisces; it is
magnitude +5.7 in brightness and its disk
is 3.6 arc sec across
Neptune
Neptune is in constellation Aquarius. It is
magnitude 7.8 and 2.3 arc sec across

Mercury becomes visible in the morning
after the 22nd of this month. It will be 8
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Overhead Sky at 10 pm Sept 15
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Meeting Notes for Aug 18, 2016
meeting by Vern Raben

align one of the legs with Polaris – not an
easy task.

Meeting began at 7 pm with the
introduction of club officers and the usual
announcement of upcoming events – no
upcoming events this month!

Someone invariably comes by and asks
what we are looking at. Polaris isn’t
particularly exciting to look at so we tell
them that Polaris is actually a triple star
system. Polaris B (its distant companion)
was noted by William Herschell in 1780.
Polaris A is known to be a spectrographic
double star. However the Hubble Space
Telescope saw its close companion
directly in 2006.

Open Forum Presentations
Ken O’Toole – Astrophysics North Polar
Alignment Scopes

Those of us who own scopes with
equatorial mounts must wait until its dark
enough to see the north star to align our
mounts accurately. If we are at a public
star party our fellow members with
dobsonian scopes are already busy
showing objects to the public. Meanwhile
we are trying to move our mounts around
to put Polaris roughly in view by sighting
through the hole in polar axis or visually

Sighting through the polar axis or sighting
along a mount leg only results in a rough
alignment only. For more accurate
tracking you need to use a polar
alignment scope. Original polar alignment
scopes had a rotating reticle which meant
rotating the reticle to align Polaris angle
and a second star. This meant that you
were continually messing with azimuth.
You also had to do this from very
uncomfortable position. Astrophysics now
has a much improved polar scope -though it
costs twice as
much. It’s a
right angle
scope so it is
much easier
to use. The
older one
actually fit
Losmandy mounts much better; the new
one requires an adapter. There is some
play when installing it but once you get it
right it works great.
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The approach with new polar scope is
different as the reticle is fixed.

and the ring position corresponding to the
current year.
Wayne Green – Photographing Perseid
Meteor Shower with a GoPro Camera

Looking though the polar scope you will
see 2 sets of concentric rings. Inner set of
concentric rings is for Polaris. The outer
set of concentric rings is for the southern
hemisphere users who sight on Sigma
Octantis, the southern pole star. The
outside of the concentric rings is the pole
star positions for 2010 and the inside ring
are its positions in 2040. The polar star
rotates around the celestial pole as time
progresses so you need to know the
current hour angle. The formula is easy it
is just:

Even though it was somewhat cloudy
Wayne decided to try photographing the
meteor shower with a GoPro Hero4 music
black video camera.

HA = LST - RA
The right ascension of Polaris is 2h 31m
49s (2.5303 decimal) so you need to just
subtract it from the local sidereal time
(LST). If you have a goto mount the hand
control will have a LST time display. Once
you have the HA you just adjust your
mount to position Polaris on the HA line

The Hero4 music black is designed for
photographing musicians in low light club
settings. Because of its low light
capabilities it works well for astronomy
projects. It can be set it up to take up to
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30 second exposures and can shoot
continuously. It is very small and has an
excellent mobile app which you can use to
start, stop, change exposures, etc. on the
camera.
Unfortunately, the internal battery is not
great; it will die in no time. Because of
that Wayne bought a usb power pack to
power the camera through the evening. It
lets him shoot for over 7 hours and so will
last the entire night. During the evening
of the peak Perseid shower Wayne took
700 images and then used the app to
convert them to a movie. He captured 6
meteors during the evening.
Mike Hotka – The Astroleague Analema
Program

Although the analema program
instructions say that it will fit on 8x11
sheet of paper he found that by
September there was not enough paper
to plot the points. To plot the location of
the shadow each day, he would set the
alarm on his cell for 10 minutes before
local noon. He would then align the solar
viewer with magnetic compass, level it
with hand level, and then wait for the
chime and place a dot on paper. He was
amazed at the variation in latitude and
longitude of points from day to day. He
was also surprised that the figure 8 shape
of the analema doesn’t cross on equinox
date but is about 2 weeks later.
He found in setting up that his compass
would deflect as cars went by. He also
noticed that his cell phone affects it. He
feels the analema project was great fun to
do.
Tally O’Donnell – Using Canon Camera
lens and cooled CCD Camera for wide
field photography

Mike loves the Astronomical League
observing programs. He now has 48 and
will soon complete 3 more. He began
working on the analema program by
making a sun viewer (shown above). With
the sun viewer you can calculate your
latitude, tilt of earth axis, and dates of
spring and fall equinox.

Even with a Hyperstar F/2 lens the field of
view you can capture with a CCD camera
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is quite limited. Tally has been
experimenting with coupling a Canon
camera lens to his CCD camera with a T2
adapter. He purchased a
Geoptic CCD camera adapter from OPT
(similar to one below).

Beautiful thing about Fox Park is that it is
so dark and clear you see stars down to
tree line.

With the Geoptic adapter you can use
various T spacers to achieve the optimum
distance to focus on the CCD camera’s
sensor.
Gary Garzone - Fox Park Trip

Gary said he probably hasn’t had 4 good
nights all year here in Colorado but he got
4 in row at Fox Park. The smoke from the
nearby forest fire was drifting south so it
wasn’t a problem.

Here is sign someone put out by the road
as you turn in to Fox Park.

Here is Jim Pollock and his 8 inch scope.
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The control system has been redone and
can be remotely controlled. There are
video cameras to verify operation
remotely. Weather station monitors
conditions. The moisture sensor will cause
the dome to close in a few seconds

Bill Tschumy was there too – cold but and
having great time.

Tally O’Donnel and his Celestron 14 with
camera mounted on hyperstar lens. Its
mounted on the fabulous light weight
Paramount MyT.

Trip to Fox Park was great except 4
wheeler campers who were quite
obnoxious. They spent their days racing
around stirring up dust. At night they’d
drink and play loud music. They’d drag in
logs with their 4 wheelers, cut them up
with chain saws, pour on gasoline, and
create huge bonfires despite the ban on
burning. We need to look for some
alternatives – maybe the snow fence are
area as you come in to Fox Park. Small,
only maybe 15 people could use it. It
would be better to be on private land
though.

We visited University of Wyoming WIRO
telescope atop nearby Mount Jelm.
Jim, the scope engineer from University
Wyoming, gave us great tour of that giant
92 inch scope. Here is Bill and Tally
looking at the main mirror.
(All images for Gary’s talk were taken by
Gary).
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Pony Express route overlaid with 2017 solar eclipse path by Vern Raben

Solar prominance on Aug. 21 by Brian
Kimball.
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